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President’s Report
By Nancy Bilello, R.N., L.Ac.
Greetings everyone! For those of you who do not go online
or who are not on the ―Notices to Members list‖ which is our
Yahoo computer communication, I wanted to again congratulate everyone who has graduated from AOM schools
this spring! It is a long difficult process – and the learning is
really just beginning! I again encourage seasoned practitioners and new graduates to seek each other out to facilitate
the transition from student to practitioner. As many of us
know, it is often a confusing and frustrating road. New
grads can learn from us what pitfalls to avoid when starting
out, tips about what has worked and what has not worked,
etc. In turn, those of us who have been in practice for a
while can benefit greatly from recent grads since they have
the freshest and latest knowledge and much of what they
have learned is still new. I know that I can tend to get into a
rut in my own practice – using the same points, same formulas, etc. that have become comfortable over the years. We
all need to keep our knowledge and perspectives fresh and
new! Let’s continue to pull together to strengthen our community and our profession.
To help new and old graduates understand more about our
profession, I thought I would try to demystify the confusing
―alphabet soup‖ that often confronts us at the state and local
level. I’m sure I’ll leave some out, but here are the ones I
see most often and that are most useful to members:
AAC – Acupuncture Association of Colorado (hopefully no
explanation needed here!) www.acucol.com
AAC – American Acupuncture Council. This is NOT a professional organization related to the practice of acupuncture
– this is merely a malpractice insurance company. Currently, the AAC is not endorsing any particular malpractice
company. You may call our Secretary or send an email to:
info@acucol.com for a complete list of malpractice insurance companies, if you need this information.
AAAOM - The American Association of Acupuncture and
Oriental Medicine. www.aaaomonline.org. This is our national professional organization. The AAAOM is like a bigger version of the Acupuncture Association of Colorado and
operates on a national level. It, too, has a board whose
members represent many different states. Members receive
a quarterly newsletter as well as a Qi Unity report that contains information on various state activities, including legislative issues. They also have an annual conference that is
held in Oct. Joining the AAAOM is one way to keep abreast
of what’s going on in the larger acupuncture world. Anyone
can check out their website to see what they’re about and to
help you decide whether or not you want to join.
NCCAOM - National Commission for the Certification of
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine. www.nccaom.org. Most
of us are only too familiar with the NCCAOM since they are
the organization that administers the nationally exam –
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required for licensure in Colorado and many other
states. However, many people are not aware that the
NCCAOM has been instrumental in helping states out
in legislative battles by sending written testimony and in
some cases, sending a representative to a state to testify in person. Dr. Kory Ward – Cook flew out to help
us with the P.T. issue and Betsy Smith recently went to
Ohio to assist with their bill.
Other acronyms you may see:
ACAOM – Accreditation Commission for Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine. www.acaom.org. This organization is responsible for fully accrediting Masters level
programs in colleges of AOM
CCAOM – Council of Colleges of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine. www.ccaom.org. This group consists
of AOM colleges that are fully accredited or are candidates for full accreditation. It is dedicated to holding
high standards of education for the profession, developing and evaluating curricula and addressing other
issues concerning education in the colleges.
I think these are the most commonly seen groups. If
anyone has any questions about any of these, please
feel free to contact me with your questions.
LEGISLATIVE REPORT
Nancy Bilello R.N., L.Ac.
There is not much happening on the legislative front
right now, which gives me a little bit of a breather!
However, with a major election coming up, I am looking
ahead to a very busy fall. I will be meeting this month
with our lobbyist Leo Boyle to assess the Colorado
Legislature and discuss who will be running for election
and where we need to seek support. I anticipate needing a lot of help in the fall with election issues, so
please keep this in mind. I will, of course, keep everyone informed as to where and when volunteers are
needed and how they can help.
I have recently been made aware of a grassroots organization called Healthcare United, thanks to AAC
member Jennika Wildau. This is a group made up primarily of nurses, though they are reaching out to all
kinds of health care workers. Their main focus is to
promote and work towards health care for everyone.
Their website is www.healthcareunited.org. Check it
out for yourself to see if you’d like to get involved. Jennika and I attended the first meeting of this group in
May. It is too soon to tell exactly how this group will
organize, but I was happy to see Rep. Ann McGihon at
the meeting. Rep. McGihon has been a vocal supporter of universal healthcare as well as of acupuncture. I will let you know as things unfold with this.

The Colorado Acupuncturist
Conference Update!
By Amy Dickinson, MTCM, L.Ac.
The 25th Annual AAC annual Conference promises to
be an exciting one, and have something for everyone.
As this is the Silver Anniversary of our Association, we
have decided to go big. We have been very fortunate
to secure four fabulous speakers, each will be presenting for half a day.

Japanese Acupuncture. Jeffrey has a very successful
practice in Boulder and will be giving us insight on the
Japanese approach.
We will finish off our conference with David Cope, who will
be talking about some of the stumbling blocks in our thinking about money. We have recognized that there is a need
for some business classes for our industry. We offer a
fabulous service, yet many of us are struggling or failing.
This will NOT be a ―nuts and bolts‖ type of program, but
rather an exploration about our thoughts about money and
how we can all be making more.

We will start out Saturday Morning with Whit Reaves
speaking on Korean Constitution. Whit is a nationally
known speaker who speaks on Sportsmedicine
throughout the country. One unique aspect of Dr.
Reaves’ approach is the Korean Constitutional approach to each athlete- Stomach 36 is not good for
everyone! Anyone with an interest in Sportsmedicine
wanting to take their practice up a notch should attend
this year’s conference.

And of course, on Sunday at lunch, we will be conducting
our annual business meeting. While we wanted to honor
each of the numerous ―founding parents‖ of acupuncture in
our state, we realized that this would consume far more
time than practical. So many out there have consistently
supported the association and gone above and beyond the
call of duty for our profession. We will be going through our
by-laws and each department will issue her annual report.

Kathleen Robinson will be our featured speaker Saturday afternoon. She will be speaking on the 5 Elements, and is directing her presentation to practitioners
of 5E and also those who studied TCM. We realize
that our past Conferences have been strongly biased
towards TCM, and we wanted to be inclusive this year
for our gala celebration.

We hope that you can all make it to our Conference! This
is our second largest revenue producer, and we are in need
of your support. Hope to see you there.

Jeffrey Dann, who consistently receives very high
teaching marks, will start Sunday off with his take on
(Cont’d Next Column)

Practical Training in Pulse Diagnosis
taught by Martha Lucas, Ph.D., L.Ac.
My training in TCM was supported and blessed by wonderful mentors including Jim Ramholz. I was lucky enough to study
with Jim throughout my years as a CSTCM student and afterwards until his untimely passing.
If Pulse Diagnosis is not your best skill then these seminars are for you. Practitioners who take the courses say that they now
have a much better understanding and appreciation for pulse diagnosis. It makes them excited to take what they have learned
back to their practices. I have built my practice using the system that I learned under Jim’s tutelage and it is what keeps my
love of practicing Oriental Medicine alive. The basic course is called Practical Training in Pulse Diagnosis and advanced
courses include Treating Infertility: Pulse Diagnosis and Protocol, a course on Difficult Cases, and an advanced reading
course. For more information you can go to PulseSeminars.com or feel free to call me at 303-947-6224.
I also teach Mei Zen (“beautiful person”) Cosmetic Acupuncture courses and a course on treating infertility called Tackle
Infertility and Obesity. You may check out information and the schedule for those courses at CosmeticAcupunctureSeminars.com.
Certification and study group participation opportunities are available.
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Festivals Committee Report
By Melinda Cobb, MSTCM, Dipl. O.M., L.Ac.
The Dragon Boat Festival will be held at Sloan’s Lake
Park on July 26th and 27th. It has been named a ―Top
Festival‖ by the Rocky Mountain News and ―Best of
Denver‖ event by Westword. This event is free to the
public and is a fun way for acupuncturists to promote
their own business.
Denise Ellinger had put out an email for AAC members
to volunteer for either Saturday or Sunday this past
June 27th. Thank you to the members that called in
right away to volunteer and we are really looking forward to another very busy and productive Dragon Boat
Festival. We still have a few slots available to volunteer but they are going fast! Volunteers will be treating
patients in a 10 by 10 foot tent with two massage tables
set up. They will be asked by fair goers about acupuncture and how it works and what it best treats. Self
promotion is accepted at this event and that is why it is
such a great event to participate in. I have personally
attended and volunteered for three years in a row and
each year I am amazed at the interest in our profession. It is reassuring to know that there are so many
people who want to know about acupuncture and how
it works. This sort of interest can literally boost your
faith in what you do and get you excited about the possibilities for the future. This is your chance to meet
hundreds of people and talk to them about what you do
as a licensed acupuncturist.

Dragon Boat waiting to race...

As an added bonus to your AAC membership, the AAC
pays for the tent and booth rental and sets it up so that
you, as a member, can benefit from volunteering in this
fair. If you are wondering how you can benefit from
volunteering your time and expertise, it is really simple.
Talking to perspective clients, answering their questions about acupuncture and providing an acupuncture
treatment gives you an opportunity to establish a professional relationship with many new potential clients.
Bring your business cards because most people will
ask for one after their treatment. I have known many
acupuncturists who have increased their client base
because the person they treated was so impressed
with their relatively quick acupuncture treatment. It
really is a great way to increase your patient base and
get your name out to the public for just a few hours of
your time!

A Golden Dragon boat resting up for the next race.

Please call Denise Ellinger at (303) 377-3201 to schedule the best time for you to volunteer at the Dragon
Boat Festival.
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Facts Surrounding Hepatitis C
with Misha Ruth Cohen, OMD, L.Ac., et al.
An estimated 5 million people in the United States are
infected with Hepatitis C, yet two-thirds of them are unaware of it. Left untreated, Hepatitis C can lead to cirrhosis, liver cancer, and liver failure. These diseases are on
the rise, and over the next decade liver-related deaths
are expected to skyrocket by 180%. Yet Hepatitis C is
treatable if detected early enough, and help is available
even for people with advanced complications. That’s
why Misha Cohen, OMD, L.Ac., has taken on the challenge of using traditional Chinese medicine to support
people in all stages of their battle with Hepatitis C.

help prepare the client’s body to minimize inflammation
and support liver function. The TCM practitioner can also
help minimize common adverse effects of Interferon, such
as decreased blood count, body aches, or fatigue.
Chicken Soup’s dedication to working with a client’s entire
medical team means that Misha and her team will monitor
lab reports and adapt herbal formulas for optimal red and
white blood cell and platelets counts.
For clients who choose not to undergo Interferon therapy,
Chicken Soup practitioners will help support liver function
by mitigating both inflammatory processes associated with
HCV as well as symptoms of the disease such as fatigue
and body aches. The team will also monitor lab work for
each client, and make referrals to other practitioners when
appropriate (e.g. progress of the disease indicates a need
to re-consider Interferon, or to monitor for possible sequelae of the disease).

Misha Cohen has studied traditional Chinese Medicine
for over thirty years, beginning with her work at the Lincoln Detox Acupuncture School in New York. She was
the first student to enroll at the San Francisco College of
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, where she would
earn a doctorate in Oriental Medicine. In 1990, she
founded the Chicken Soup Chinese Medicine Clinic in
San Francisco. Concerned about the rising numbers of
people with Hepatitis C, Misha developed Chinese Medicine protocols and teamed with Dr. Robert Gish, a leading Western liver specialist, to publish The Hepatitis C
Help Book in 2000.

Part of Misha’s commitment to fighting Hepatitis C is her
dedication to teaching and mentoring other health care
practitioners. Since 2001, she has offered the Hepatitis C
Certified Practitioners Course with Dr. Gish and Dr. Lyn
Patrick, ND. They instruct licensed acupuncturists and
nurses in combining Western and Chinese medicine treatments to best treat Hepatitis C, incorporating information
on western biomedical and naturopathic approaches as
well as traditional Chinese acupuncture and herbology.
The twelfth offering of the course will be held from September 5 through 7, 2008, in San Francisco. For more information, please contact tcmeducation@gmail.com or
(415) 864-7234.

In her clinical practice at Chicken Soup Chinese Medicine, Misha and her team of practitioners create treatment plans that incorporate all the pillars of Chinese
traditional medicine: acupuncture, herbs, moxibustion,
diet, exercise, acupressure/massage. The team is profoundly aware of the power of Chinese traditional medicine and what it can offer to their clients; they are likewise aware of what western diagnostics and treatment
can offer and are happy for their clients to benefit from
both. The clinic follows an integrated East/West medical
approach: not only do Misha and her team want to know
how western treatments are going, they want to make
sure that their treatment plans support and facilitate the
healthcare decisions clients are making with other providers. They are also well versed in such issues as drugherb interaction, so that clients can feel secure in their
healthcare when they combine western and eastern
remedies.
For clients living with Hepatitis C, they work especially
closely with the Board-certified hepatologists at California Pacific Medical Center. The team has extensive
experience collaborating with other hepatologists , gastroenterologists and primary care providers as well. The
clinicians can support clients with Hepatitis C in whatever treatment options they choose, whether it be a
combination of Western and Chinese medicine, or Chinese medicine on its own.
If a client chooses to undergo Interferon therapy with
their western practitioners, the Chicken Soup team will
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What’s in a Name?
by Martha Lucas, Ph.D., L.Ac.
cine in every sense of the word especially when compared with modern medicine (just for an example)
whose history is very short. To be certain, allopathic
medicine has its strengths: surgery, testing, emergency
medicine, etc. But knowledge of how Oriental Medicine
works is not one of its strengths nor is its interest in
preventative medicine. This brings me back to the
question: why we are allowing physicians and their proponents who know little or nothing about our medicine
label us, control us, and marginalize us?

Labeling is an issue for Practitioners of TCM. Are we doctors? In some states we are. Unfortunately in Colorado our
label (i.e., professional title) is very limiting. Licensed Acupuncturist. That label excludes herbal prescriptions, cupping, moxabustion, nutritional therapy, QiGong and other
meditative instruction to name a few of the therapies that
we spent years learning. Additionally, there’s a lot of talk
these days about CAM (Complementary and Alternative
Medicine) and how TCM Practitioners can fit into that
model as CAM Practitioners. Let me just say that we don’t
practice ―alternative‖ or ―complementary‖ medicine. We
practice Oriental Medicine – a bonafide, complete system
of medicine that is supported by numerous studies, texts,
and thousands of years of practice. Were it not for regulatory agencies’ fear, ignorance, and pressure from practitioners of other medicines our label – in every State – would
be Oriental Medicine Doctor/Physician.

I am of the opinion that we cannot roll over and accept
the label CAM (Complementary and Alternative Medicine). Not only is that label unfair, it is factually inaccurate. It is pejorative and suggests something negative
about our medicine. ―Alternative‖ medicine includes
things like ozone therapy and every new age therapy
that pops up. Is this the category of medicine in which
we wish to be included? Are we willing to be characterized as ―not following accepted medical methods‖ and
having no ―scientific explanation for effectiveness‖?

I often wonder why our profession is caving in and allowing
some other entity to label us and what we do. Why are we
willing to be marginalized as ―alternative medicine‖ or
―complementary medicine‖ practitioners? We practice a
medicine with a very long tradition. It is a ―traditional‖ medi-

(Cont’d on Page 8)
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(Lucas Cont’d from Page 7)

Oriental Medicine should not be included in a category of
techniques or therapies that are not medicine. This, in my
opinion, is one of the reasons why the general public has
such doubt in Oriental Medicine – they see it in the same
vein as the other ―alternative‖ medicines that are popularized. Our medicine can stand alone on its own merits! It
does not need to be and indeed should not be lumped into
another system called CAM.

For Sale:
Well Established
Acupuncture business

Can’t we be proud of the fact that we practice an effective
system of medicine that is thousands of years older than
Western medicine? Aren’t we proud enough to stand
steadfast in the use of titles that are appropriate for our
profession rather than be labeled something we are not?
Are we not well enough educated on the evidence of our
medicine’s effectiveness? Can we not delineate its
strengths as a unique, complete system of medicine?

11+ years in Longmont
Great client referral!
Reiki
Massage
Acupuncture
Herbs
Nurturing
Respectful
Therapeutic

Susan T. Sluys,
303-651-3416
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The Wonders of Zu San Li (and other stars in
the acupuncture firmament)…

anxiety and nervousness, heart disease and high blood
pressure, and for all breast diseases just for a start!
When combined with other points, this list is quadrupled in length (see below).

by Honora Lee Wolfe, L.Ac.
One of the main things I learned from both of my main
acupuncture mentors was that there is a reason why the
most famous points are famous: because they work. My
first teacher, Dr. Eric Tao, would explain each and every
point on all the channels in order from Lu 1 to CV 26 to
his beginning students. But very often, after discussing
the uses of a point such as, say, Lu 3 or St 32, he would
follow the explanation with the statement, ―This not very
good point. Some other points much better.‖

Zu San Li and treatment principles
While there are many possible models we can use to
construct and administer acupuncture, when treating
based on TCM theory, treatment principles are our
bridge between the patterns our patients manifest and
the treatment plan we erect to eliminate those symptoms. Zu San Li can fulfill any of the following treatment
principles all by itself:

In 1992, when I was working with Miriam Lee to publish
her book, Insights of a Senior Acupuncturist, at the time
I was amazed that her entire thesis for the book was that
you can treat 90% of cases using 10-to-20 major points
and that, in fact, it is a good idea to do so! I would personally add the fact that Sun Si-miao suggested that we
should not forget ―ah-shi‖ points. However, with that important addition, I believe Miriam is correct.
















With that in mind, I would like to give a short thesis on
the Big Apple of acupuncture, Zu San Li (St 36), which,
although we all get bored with this point, we should
really relearn how to locate, needle, and communicate
with it as the rock star it truly is. Some of the most famous doctors of acupuncture, notably Ma Dan-yang1
and Wang Le-ting2, as well as great modern practitioners such as Miriam Lee, have included this point in
their short list of the ―greatest hits‖ of acupuncture.

Fortifies the spleen
Boosts the lungs so as to resist external invasion
Rectifies upbearing of the clear and downbearing
of the turbid
Descends counterflow qi
Stops vomiting
Disperses food stagnation
Breaks blood stasis in the chest
Dries and eliminates dampness
Harmonizes the spleen and stomach
Supplements vacuity
Supports the righteous and secures the root
Rectifies the qi and blood
Clears heat from the six bowels
He sea point of the foot yang ming

Combining Zu San Li
The above being said, we rarely needle only one point
in an acupuncture treatment. Below is a list of points
that are commonly combined with St 36 and the treatment principles they can accomplish when used together. I realize that some if not all of this article is a
review, but how much of it would we have remembered
if we had, by some chance, found ourselves walking
into an exam covering this material this morning?

Basic facts we often forget
Zu San Li is the he uniting or sea point on the foot yang
ming channel. The yang ming has the most qi and the
most blood of all the channel pairs. The uniting points
are where the qi goes from the surface to deep within
the body. Also, it is the earth point on the earth channel,
increasing all the functions of earth, which, based on the
work of Li Dong-yuan and also according to Miriam Lee,
is, in most patients, the center of both health and disease. Miriam believed that proper needling of this point
has a practically ―adaptogenic‖ effect on the body and
can, especially when combined with San Yin Jiao (Sp 6),
regulate all the other zang fu. Specifically, St 36 increases appetite as well as the ability of the stomach to
rotten and ripen foods and liquids and the spleen to
transform and engender the qi and blood. According to
Miriam’s experience, and in terms of disease diagnosis
and symptomology, needling this point sends oxygen to
the head because the channel starts on the head and
thus can be used for facial pallor, emotional depression,
hay fever and other allergies, poor appetite, nausea,
diarrhea, stomach pain and all digestive disorders, pain
anywhere in the body,

Zu San Li (St 36) plus:
Zhong Wan (CV 12):
Boosts the stomach qi
Fortifies the spleen
Supplements the qi of the middle burner
Promotes the Transportation and Transformation of the spleen qi
Disperses food stagnation
Upbears the clear and downbears the turbid
Clears the stomach
Transforms phlegm
Harmonizes the stomach qi
Eliminates dampness
Tian Tu (CV 22):
Downbears stomach qi to stop hiccoughing

(Cont’d Next Column)
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Zusan li (St 36) plus:

Conclusion
It was believed by the ancients that Zu San Li ―could
chase evils from the four limbs to a distance of 3 miles‖. 3
This poetic description of the power of this point and the
list of possible functions shown above should remind us
that, boring or not, w one of the acupuncture treatment
books I used to do research for this article, I could rarely
turn a page and not find Zu San Li listed at least once, no
matter what type of diseases were being discussed! 4 So
my suggestion is that we all reacquaint ourselves with
how to locate the point accurately, needle it with care and
attention, and learn, like any great teacher or performing
artist does, to make performance of the same numbers
fresh and meaningful every time. We owe it to our patients.

Dan Zhong (CV 17):
Descends counterflow qi to stop vomiting
Shang Ju Xu (St 37):
Disperses food stagnation of the stomach and in
testines
Zhi Gou (TH 6):
Dispels blood stasis, Rectifies the qi
San Yin Jiao (Sp 6):
Treats vacuity cold of the spleen and stomach
Supplements the qi and blood
Rectifies the spleen and stomach
Cultivates the root of acquired essence
Supplements the spleen
Nourishes the blood
Descends counterflow qi

Honora Lee Wolfe, Dipl.Ac. has been a practitioner, writer,
and teacher in the field of acupuncture and Chinese medicine
since 1988. She is also the head of marketing at Blue Poppy
Enterprises, Inc. in Boulder, CO. She can be reached for questions or comments at honora@bluepoppy.com.

Shang Wan (CV 13):
Loosens the middle
Rectifies the middle qi
Transforms and eliminates phlegm dampness
Removes accumulation

1

Ma Dan-yang, the great acupuncture physician during
the Ming dynasty, wrote ―The Song of the Twelve Heavenly Star Points for the Treatment of Various Diseases,‖
which is included in Yang Ji-zhou’s Great Compendium
of Acupuncture/Moxibustion also from the Ming Dynasty.

Jie Xi (St 41):
Eliminates dampness
Clears heat
Treats erysipelas of the upper and lower extremities

2

Wang Le-ting was among the premier acupuncturists in
Beijing from the 1950s through the 1980s. His work,
theories, and research are described in Golden Needle
Wang Le-ting: A 20th Century Master’s Approach to Acupuncture, Blue Poppy Press, 1999.

Pi Shu (Bl 20):
Disinhibits the root of postnatal qi and blood production
Supplements the qi and blood
Banks the qi of the middle burner

3

Lee, Miriam, Insights of a Senior Acupuncturist, p. 76,
Blue Poppy Press, 1992

Tian Shu (St 25):
Harmonizes the stomach and fortifies the spleen
Opens the bowels and downbears the turbid
Facilitates the cooperation of earth and water in the
transportation and transformation of grains and
liquids
Opens the bowels
Stops diarrhea
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The Gold Mine of Facial Diagnosis
By Denise Ellinger, L.Ac.
Facial diagnosis dates back to approximately 2700 B.C.
and was one the first methods used to diagnose illness.
It is an effective tool for observing patterns that are developing with a particular organ, the relationship between organs and the state of the Shen. If you think
about it, this form of observation for determining imbalances came into practice long before the one size fits all
paper gowns that go hand in hand with a thorough
physical examination. Chinese women would bring a
doll and point to the area they had pain so the doctor
could have an understanding of their physical complaint.
This necessitated the development of other diagnostic
skills such as facial, pulse, smell and tongue diagnosis.

Living with energy that is out of balance for a period of time
can become our ―normal‖ and we forget what being in balance feels like. The face does not lie and the ability to
mine the treasure of information it provides is not only a
gold mine for the practitioner but a fascinating journey for
both the patient and the practitioner.
An excellent reference book on facial diagnosis is Face
Reading in Chinese Medicine by Lillian Bridges.
Denise Ellinger, L.Ac.
Center for Rejuvenation Acupuncture
www.CosmeticRejuveantionAcupuncture.com
303-377-3201
Denise teaches the use of Facial Diagnosis and the Energetics of food in her Cosmetic Rejuvenation Acupuncture
courses.

Valuable information can be gleaned from facial diagnosis. It not only tells us what is currently going on, but
also enables the practitioner to see long-term patterns
from physical and emotional perspectives. In other
words, the practitioner can tell what the patient has been
experiencing and how the events of their life have been
recorded emotionally. Based on a time map of the face,
we mark in specific areas. This supplies the practitioner
with the mental and emotional state of the patient. It can
be very much like reading their diary and caution should
be practiced when relaying this information to the patient. Keep in mind that all of the emotions are filtered
through the mind and, therefore, have an effect on the
heart (shen).
In clinical practice, using facial diagnosis can confirm
and support your other diagnostic methods. Determining patterns of imbalance between organs can be helpful
in recommending the type of food, exercise and/or lifestyle changes the practitioner feels will bring the patient
back into balance and, therefore, health. The ability to
look at features associated with the ―constitutional‖
strength of each organ can bring clarity in understanding
a patients’ propensity to a problem. It can unlock the
mystery of a challenge for the practitioner.
Take the person with the una-brow. They are perceived
as aggressive and intimidating. The brows represent
the constitutional strength of the liver. This type of brow
represents excessive liver energy and this person could
have issues with liver qi stagnation and digestion because of the excessive liver energy overpowering or
overacting on SP/ST. The mouth gives a wealth of information about digestion. While patients may think their
digestion is ―normal‖ (i.e. one bowel movement per week
is normal for them), looking at the vermillion will give you
information about the stomach, the fleshy part of the
upper lip provides information about the small intestine
and the lower lip information about the large intestine.
(Cont’d Next Column)
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Secretary’s Report
By Melinda Cobb, MSTCM, Dipl.OM, L.Ac.
Ordinarily when I give my secretarial report I talk about
membership numbers and how important it is to keep
maintaining your membership with the AAC. Yet, these
are no ordinary times to be sure.
I wonder how many members were able to watch the
Channel 4 News with Kathy Walsh on June 17th reporting
about this new technique that Physical Therapists are
using called Trigger Point Dry Needling? She goes on to
report that this technique is not really acupuncture according to the PT’s that use it (while the camera is filming
the procedure using acupuncture needles).
I thought it was nice that she called and emailed us a few
hours before the show aired to get our comments about
dry needling. I’m sure that she was surprised to get an
email reply so quickly explaining our position as far as
this ruling goes that DORA (Colorado Department of
Regulatory Agencies) has made – which is still amazement that a regulatory agency in charge of ensuring the
safety of the public can decide to allow a profession completely untrained in another profession to utilize the tools
of the other profession and to engage in that profession
without proper certification (NCCAOM board certification)
and/or a separate clean needle certification. Nancy
Bilello, the President of the Acupuncture Association of
Colorado, had a chance to talk to Kathy Walsh before the
show aired and this is what was said, “Dry needling is
just a dubious form of acupuncture. While we respect and honor the profession of Physical Therapy,
dry needling is the same thing as acupuncture with
far less training and with very little regulation.”
Today, the news video and article from this story has
been removed from the Channel 4 website probably due
to the controversial nature. I do have a copy of the
printed version of this report if any member is interesting
in reading it.
I also find it very interesting that when you access the
Physical Therapist licensure application through DORA,
that you can access an application for Physical Therapy
on Animals. So, why isn’t there a separate application
to have the PT register as a qualified and trained dry needling PT? There is no separate certification or application
for using dry needling on humans visible on this web
page!
http://www.dora.state.co.us/physical-therapy/
licensing.htm

Clean Needle Technique and provide proof of this certification before we can sit for the NCCAOM examination.
Does this mean that any PT who has sat through a mere
46 hours of training in acupuncture (sorry, I meant dry
needling) can just pick up an acupuncture needle and
start practicing without separately registering with
DORA? How does DORA know which PT’s have dry
needling training/certification and who does not and
which ones are doing it now? If they aren’t keeping track
of this information, then how do we know who is practicing this method and who is ―qualified‖ to insert needles
into the unsuspecting public?
Despite the lengthy debates with DORA and the help of
numerous respected professionals (in both fields) such
as Valerie Hobbs (past AAC President), Nancy Bilello
(current AAC President), Judy Lemieux (former AAC
President), Rory Oetomo (PT and L.Ac.), and many
more that I haven’t mentioned, we still haven’t received a
fair ruling or resolution regarding this decision to allow
PT’s to practice dry needling technique. Despite their
long hours of discussion, explaining our educational requirements, our NCCAOM board certification process
and even a legislative review on this issue, we have gotten nowhere with the politicians and bureaucracy.
So, where do we go from here? The AAC board is currently discussing the possibility of launching a media
campaign to further educate the public regarding this
decision and the difference in training in all professions
that are currently allowed to practice acupuncture, or a
form of acupuncture, without sitting for the NCCAOM or
the California acupuncture exam. We are presently discussing the possibility of appearing on a local television
show to talk about our profession and to explain what we
do and the differences of education and training between
Physical Therapists practicing dry needling techniques,
Chiropractic acupuncture training and Medical acupuncture. Listing the various amounts of hours of training for
each profession that are now allowed to use acupuncture needles on people is alarming. Especially when you
compare the amount of hours that licensed acupuncturists had to study to earn the right to sit for the national
board exam to become licensed and board certified.
Overlooking the standards that have been held in place
for entry level acupuncturists and allowing undertrained
health care professionals in the theory and knowledge of
acupuncture is a travesty to our profession and could
pose a danger to public safety.
So, if you are still wondering why you should remain a
member of the Acupuncture Association of Colorado this
year, we need your support to further our profession and
without you we can’t do it by ourselves. Please send in
your membership renewal and together we can further
educate the public to ensure their safety for the future.

What does this mean? Does it mean that animals are
actually more important to ensure their safety than a human being? Why doesn’t DORA have a separate certification for PT’s who are practicing dry needling? Acupuncture students must obtain a separate certification in
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Calendar of Events
July 13th, Denise Ellinger, Dipl. Ac., L.Ac., Cosmetic Rejuvenation Acupuncture for the Face and Neck. From 9:00 am—5:30 pm.
20th
Points prescriptions and needling techniques for the face and neck, plus supporting information in facial diagnosis, the function of
skin from both western and TCM perspectives, food energetic, herbal formulas, and qigon for longevity. $325 by July 1st, $350
thereafter. $35 AAC member discount. Register online at www.cstcm.edu.

July 18 - ITEA Open House for prospective students and clients interested in Classical Five Element Acupuncture. Discover

What it takes to become a practitioner or client of Classical Five Element acupuncture. From 6:30 to 8:30 pm.
Please RSVP to ITEA at (720) 890-8922.
July 24 - Cosmetic Acupuncture for the Face and Neck using the Mei Zen System - offered by Martha Lucas, Ph.D, L.Ac. In Denver.
25th
Call 303-349-2932 or email info@CosmeticAcupunctureSeminars.com to register. $275.00 for AAC members.
July 26th, 8th Annual Dragon Boat Festival located at Sloan’s Lake Park on Sheridan. Event is free. AAC volunteers
27th
needed to work the AAC booth. Named "Top Annual Festival" by the Rocky Mountain News and a "Best of Denver"

event by Westword. Promote acupuncture to the public and promote your practice.
July 27 - Build Your Dream Acupuncture Practice: The 3 Essentials of Practice Success. Taught by Kevin Daugherty,

MS, L.Ac. CSTCM Campus from 9:00 am - 5:00 pm. 8 CEU’s available and a 10% discount to all AAC members.
Call Tanya Carleton for more information at 303-329-6355 x-15 or register online at www.cstcm.edu.
Aug. 3 - Tai Ji & Martial Arts Workshop taught by Zhang Yun Chao to benefit the ctims of the Chinese Earthquake. From

10:00am – noon. Cost is $50 for all participants. 2 CEU’s available. CSTCM Campus please call Tanya Carleton for
more information at 303-329-6355 x-15.
Aug. 24 - Acupuncture Association of Colorado Quarterly Board Meeting at 3-6 PM at ITEA in Louisville, Colorado
ITEA address is 325 W. South Boulder Rd., Ste 2.

Sept 5th , Hepatitis C Certification Course offered by Misha Cohen, OMD, Robert Gish, MD, Lyn Patrick, NMD. 33 CEU’s
6th, 7th available. Held in San Francisco please contact (415) 864-7234 or email TCMpaths@aol.com
Sept 27, Acupuncture Association of Colorado 25th Annual Conference held at the Holiday Inn Golden, Colorado. We will
28
be presenting an informative and educational series featuring a multi disciplined venue. Annual business meeting will be on

.

Sunday the 28th with a catered luncheon.

Sept. 31 - Free Pulse Diagnosis Workshop taught by Cao YI, BM (China), L. Ac. – Only open to CSTCM students in trimes-

ters 3-9, and CSTCM graduates. From 9:30 am – 4:30 pm. 8 CEUs available. CSTCM Campus. Registration is
online at www.CSTCM.edu or call Tanya Carleton at 303-329-6355 x-15
Oct 1619th

AAAOM National Convention held at the Westin North Shore, Chicago, Illinois. Membership discounts, register
online or by mail. Please go to aaaomonline.org for more information. 36 CEU’s Pending approval.

Oct 26

Nature’s Diagnostic Expressions - Five Element Constitutional Factors taught by Judi Terrill, L.Ac. at the CSTCM campus.
$100.00 for non-AAC members or $90 for AAC members. 7 CEU’s available. Contact Tanya Carleton for more information at

303-329-6355 x-15 or register online at www.cstcm.edu.
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